
 

 

     On 7/21/2019 at approximately 2245 hours, Officers from the Pocono Mountain Regional Police 

Department were dispatched to respond to a shooting incident near Winter Drive and Pembrook Drive 

in A Pocono Country Place (APCP), Coolbaugh Township.  Officers arrived on scene and found a dark 

blue/black Honda sedan in a ditch adjacent to the Pembrook Drive roadway.  The vehicle appeared to 

have been shot several times and had a male deceased, and slumped over the wheel. The deceased 

male was identified as Daniel Santana.  Investigation revealed that while the vehicle was being shot at, it 

was also occupied by a Jonathan Nazario and an Angel Rodriguez.  Interviews with them revealed that 

they believed the shooting was a result of an incident earlier at the Pocono Country Place E-Club house 

where the three of them were robbed by a group of males, two of whom were armed with handguns, of 

a bottle of Hennessey.  The two males that were armed with handguns were later identified as Dahvaun 

Ewin and Nasiem Mayo, as well as two of the additional actors in the robbery were identified as 

Shyheem Mitchell and Malik Pruitt. 

Nazario and Rodriguez reported that they were confronted by the group of males in the E-Club area.  

They advised they were surrounded by the group and one male, later identified as Nasiem Mayo, lifted 

up his shirt and showed them a gun and demanded the bottle of Hennessey from them.  They advised 

that they gave up the bottle in fear of getting hurt.  They also advised that another male, later identified 

as Devhaun Ewin also flashed a gun during the robbery.  After surrendering the bottle of Hennessey to 

the group, the group left the park. 

 

Following the robbery, Santana, Rodriguez, and Nazario learned that the group that robbed them was 

affiliated with an address on Winter Drive.  They got into Santana's vehicle and went to Winter Drive.  

While they were in front of 5363 Winter Drive, Rodriguez reported that the vehicle began taking gun fire 

and saw that Santana, who was driving the vehicle was struck and became unresponsive and slumped 

over the wheel.  He advised that he and Nazario then fled the scene while still hearing additional 

gunshots. 

 

While processing the scene and the victim's vehicle, Detectives learned that Santana was struck at least 

(2) times by gunshots and the vehicle had evidence of other rounds entering the passenger 

compartment.  A search warrant was issued for the property of 5363 Winter Drive where Officers 

located spent 357 sig and 9mm casings in the driveway.  Live 9mm rounds of ammunition were also 

located within the home in the personal effects of Nasiem Mayo.   

 

An autopsy was performed on Daniel Santana on 7/23/2019 and the cause of death was determined to 

be gunshot wounds to the head and torso.  The manner of death is listed as homicide.  Two projectiles 

were recovered from the victim's body. 

 



On 7/23/2019, a search warrant was issued for and executed at 255 Greenbriar Circle.  Found at the 

address were Mitchell, Ewin, Mayo, and Pruitt.  As a result of the search warrant and interviews with the 

four of them, Officers located two hand guns, tied up in a black garbage bag, and hidden under a tarp on 

the property.  They were identified as a Glock .357 SIG and a Ruger 9mm pistol.  The Glock was still 

loaded and found to have the same type of ammunition that was found at the crime scene.  A further 

investigation through records checks revealed that the Glock firearm was reported stolen on 11/5/2017 

by the Virginia Beach Police Department and that both Ewin and Mayo had ties to Virginia.  Through 

investigation, Detectives learned that Ewin had possessed the stolen Glock and that Mayo had the 9mm, 

both of which were brought to Pennsylvania by them from Virginia.   

 

Investigators further learned that the group observed the victim's vehicle drive past their house the first 

time and then armed themselves in anticipation of the vehicle returning.  When the vehicle returned, 

they entered the driveway and shot at it.  Investigators learned that Mayo, whom possessed the Ruger 

9mm handgun initially, gave it to Ewin, as the victim's vehicle entered the cul-de-sac.  When the vehicle 

stopped in front of the driveway, Ewin fired it into the Santana's vehicle.  After the Ruger 9mm ran 

empty, he then fired the Glock .357 SIG at the vehicle.  Investigators also determined that, following the 

shooting, Mitchell transported the group and the firearms from the scene to 255 Greenbriar Circle.  

Once at the residence, Mitchell took possession of both firearms and hid them in the backyard under a 

tarp.  During initial interviews with Mayo, he accused another person and provided statements that a 

male named an uninvolved individual was the person who shot Santana in an effort to protect Ewin 

from being identified as the actual shooter.  Additionally, Malik Pruitt, provided statements to police 

denying that he was present for the robbery or the shooting and provided a false alibi for Mitchell to 

help him avoid detection or being charged in the crime.  His statements were contradicted by the 

evidence and other information obtained during the investigation.  Mitchell, Mayo, and Ewin do not 

have permits to carry concealed weapons in PA. 

     While Pocono Mountain Regional Police were conducting their investigation and while all the 

defendants were in custody at police headquarters, a family acquaintance of Malik Pruitt arrived at 

headquarters. The acquaintance, Inet Torres-Hadnott assaulted the father of Pruitt. As police spoke with 

Torres-Hadnott, Officer noted that she was intoxicated and had driven to police headquarters with her 

two year old daughter within the car. Hadnott was investigated for Driving Under the Influence of 

Alcohol and became uncooperative with Officers. Hadnott was taken into custody for DUI and taken into 

police headquarters. While in headquarters Pruitt assaulted an officer by kicking and attempting to 

headbutt the officer. 

 

Dahvaun Ewin, Shyheem Mitchell, and Nasiem Mayo are all being charged as both a principle and as an 

accomplice to the charges of homicide pursuant to 18 Pa. C.S.A. 306(b).  Dahvaun Ewin, Shyheem 

Mitchell, Nasiem Mayo, and Malik Pruitt are being charged as both a principle and as an accomplice to 

the charges of robbery pursuant to 18 Pa. C.S.A. 306(b) 

Dahvaun Ewin: PA 18 2501 (a) Criminal Homicide 
                            PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Homicide 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(ii) Robbery (F-1) 



                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(iv) Robbery (F-2) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(v) Robbery (F-3) 
                            PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Robbery 
                            PA 18 3925 (a) Receiving Stolen Property-Firearm (F-2) 
                            PA 18 6106 (a)(1) Firearms not to be carried without a License 
                            PA 18 3921 (a) Theft by Unlawful Taking (M-1) 
                            PA 18 3925 (a) Receiving Stolen Property (M-1) 
                            PA 18 907 (b) Possessing Instruments of Crime (M-1) 
 
Nasiem Mayo: PA 18 2501 (a) Criminal Homicide 
                            PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Homicide 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(ii) Robbery (F-1) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(iv) Robbery (F-2) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(v) Robbery (F-3) 
                            PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Robbery 
                            PA 18 5105 (A)(5) Hindering Apprehension or Prosecution (F-3) 
                            PA 18 6106 (a)(1) Firearms not to be carried without a License 
                            PA 18 3921 (a) Theft by Unlawful Taking (M-1) 
                            PA 18 3925 (a) Receiving Stolen Property (M-1)  
                            PA 18 907 (b) Possessing Instruments of Crime (M-1) 
 
Shyheem Mitchell: PA 18 2501 (a) Criminal Homicide 
                                  PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Homicide 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(ii) Robbery (F-1) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(iv) Robbery (F-2) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(v) Robbery (F-3) 
                            PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Robbery 
                            PA 18 3925 (a) Receiving Stolen Property-Firearm (F-2) 
                            PA 18 6106 (a)(1) Firearms not to be carried without a License 
                            PA 18 3921 (a) Theft by Unlawful Taking (M-1) 
                            PA 18 907 (b) Possessing Instruments of Crime (M-1) 
 
Malik Pruitt:      PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(ii) Robbery (F-1) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(iv) Robbery (F-2) 
                            PA 18 3701 (a)(1)(v) Robbery (F-3) 
                            PA 18 903 (a)(1) Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Robbery 
                            PA 18 3921 (a) Theft by Unlawful Taking (M-1) 
                            PA 18 3925 (a) Receiving Stolen Property (M-1) 
                            PA 18 5105 (A)(5) Hindering Apprehension or Prosecution (F-3) 
 
Inet Torres-Hadnott: PA 18 2702 (A)(3) Aggravated Assault (F-2) 
                                      PA 18 4303 (a) Endangering the Welfare of a Child (M-1) 
                                      PA 18 2701 (a)(1) Simple Assault (M-2) 
                                      PA 18 5104 Resisting Arrest (M-2) 
                                      PA 18 3802 (a)(1) DUI (M) 
                                      PA 18 5505 Public Drunkenness (S) 


